Double myelination of axons in the sympathetic nervous system of the mouse. II. Mechanisms of formation.
The phenomenon termed 'double myelination', present in sympathetic nerve of normal adult rats and mice, comprises regions of a myelinated axon which are concentrically ensheathed by additional (outer) myelinating Schwann cells. Evidence has been presented that in some instances the outer Schwann cell fails to make contact with an axon, yet its myelin sheath characteristically remains ultrastructurally intact. The present study has sought to identify and analyse configurations intermediate between single and double myelination, in order to determine the mechanism(s) underlying the formation of double ensheathment. Superior cervical ganglia from normal male mice aged 12-24 months were prepared for electron microscopy by systemic aldehyde perfusion. Regions of interest were extensively serial-sectioned for detailed electron microscopical analysis and reconstruction. The earliest evidence for alteration to the expected intimate ensheathment of axons by myelinating Schwann cells involved invasion of supernumerary Schwann cells and their processes at the node of Ranvier, resulting in displacement of the paranodal pockets from axonal contact. Similar paranodal displacement occurred at heminodes as a result of lateral extension and invasion of processes from the adjacent Schwann cell (i.e. the cell investing the unmyelinated domain of the axon). Subsequently, processes of the invading cell extended progressively into internodal regions, located at all times between the plasma membranes of the axon and displaced Schwann cell. The cytoplasmic pockets at the remaining paranode were then subject to invasion. At various stages of displacement myelin formation commenced within the invading cell, representing the first acquisition of double myelin ensheathment in the development of the configuration. Involvement of haematogenous cells in displacement was not detected. There was also evidence consistent with paranodal displacement by adjacent pre-existing myelinating cells, but this additional mechanism appeared minor relative to the involvement of (initially) non-myelinating Schwann cells. We found no evidence for the alternative possibility that Schwann cells could synthesize a myelin sheath around a pre-existing myelinated axon de novo, independent of any direct axonal contact. These results are consistent with the well-established requirement for axonal contact by Schwann cells engaging in initial myelin formation, in the sense that the myelin sheath of the outer cell was synthesized prior to its displacement, and that a myelin sheath was not formed by the invading cell until it had invested the axon in a 1:1 relationship.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)